UNAMIR FORCK HQ  
OUTGOING FACSIMILE

TO: ANNAN, UNATIONS, NEW YORK  
FROM: A.-R. BOOH-BOOH, SRSG,  
        UNAMIR, BIGALI, RWANDA

INFO: SITUATION CENTRE, DPKO,  
      NEW YORK

FAX: 001 (212) 963 9053  
FAX: (250) 84265

SUBJECT: DAILY SITREP 140600B FEB TO 150600B FEB 94.
NUMBER OF PAGES, INCLUDING THIS COVER: FOUR

DIRECT

1. PLEASE FIND ATTACHED THE DAILY SITREP MENTIONED ABOVE.
2. REGARDS.

Present document replaces the one that has been forwarded today at about 12.00 HRS LOCAL.

P. HAGGEN
Maj
SDO
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FROM UGANDA INTO RWANDA</th>
<th>FROM RWANDA INTO UGANDA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14 FEB 7 VEHICLES CARRYING 24 PASSENGERS CROSSED THE BORDERS AT KATUNA</td>
<td>3 VEHICLES CARRYING 6 PASSENGERS CARRYING PERSONAL LUGGAGE. NOTHING SIGNIFICANT WAS FOUND</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. V蕨X. CONDUCTED ROUTINE PATROL WITHIN CAR. AT ABOUT 1615 HAS MR FRERES CYRILLE DIRECTOR OF CENTRE DE PERFECTIONEMENT AGRICULE (CPA) REPORTED ABOUT THE PRESENCE OF 200 RPF SOLDIERS AT KIYARO. ONE INVESTIGATION TEAM WAS IMMEDIATELY TASKED AND SENT TO THE SPOT. ANOTHER INFORMATION REVEALED THAT RGF CHECK POINTS ARE BEING REINFORCED IN RUHENGIRI AND A NEW CHECK POINT WAS CREATED ON THE ROAD TOWARDS NKUMBA IN ANTICIPATION OF NRA MOVEMENTS ON TWO FRONTS FROM KIYARO IN UGANDA TOWARDS BUTARO AND NIBABU IN RWANDA. IT IS INFORMED RGF SOLDIERS HAVE BEEN PLACED ON HIGH ALERT POSN IN RUHENGIRI, MONITORED FOOD DISTRIBUTION BY ICRC TO 7000 PEOPLE AT KIMBO, PROVIDED ESCORT TO CARE INTERNATIONAL RWANDA TO FACILITATE THE DISTRIBUTION OF SEEDS TO LOCALS OF BUKOBO. 4 X UNEXPLODED GRENADE COMPRISING 2 X HAND GRENADES 1 X RIFLE GRENADE AND 1 X RPG - 7 GRENADE WERE HANDED OVER TO THE EOD TEAM FOR DEMOLITION.

D. MILOB. POLITICAL MEETING (MUND) WAS HELD IN RWAMANGANA. FROM GISENYI IT WAS REPORTED THAT LOCAL POPULATION ARE STRONGLY IN FAVOR OF THE PRESIDENT. PEOPLE ARE NOT IN FAVOR OF THE ARUSHA PEACE AGREEMENT. BECAUSE THEY THINK UNAMIR IS FAVORING RPF. A MEETING WAS HELD IN THE STADIUM OF GISENYI. APPX 100 PEOPLE ATTENDED. TOPIC WAS CURFEW, WHICH HAS BEEN IMPOSED FROM 21.00 HRS TO 05.00 HRS DAILY. INFORMATION RECEIVED FROM TUMOR FROM THE SOUTHERN SECTOR REGARDING THE SECURITY SITUATION MIGHT DETERIORATE BECAUSE ON 14 FEB 94 AN AK-47 ASSAULT RIFLE WAS FOUND IN THE REFUGEE CAMP OF GUTSI, COMMUNE OF MUGANZA (8507) AND ON 14 FEB 94, 25 CARTRIDGES FOR AK-47 FOUND IN THE SAME LOCATION. IT IS THE SAME CAMP WHERE THE GRENADE EXPLOSION TOOK PLACE ON 21 JAN 94.

E. KIGALI SECTOR. CONDUCTED VEHICLE AND FOOT PATROL IN KIGALI CITY IN ORDER TO ENSURE KIGALI WEAPON SECURED AREA(KWBA), ESTABLISHED 3 CHECK POINT DUTIES AT DIFFERENT PLACES IN KWBA, PROVIDED 7 UNMO ESCORTS, 4 FOR RPF PERSONNEL, 2 FOR GENDARMERIE AND 1 FOR RGF PERSONNEL AND 2 ARMED ESCORT 1 FOR PRIME MINISTER 1 FOR RPF PERSONNEL. SECURED THE LOCATION OF THE RPF BATTALION IN KIGALI CITY, THE PRIME MINISTERS OFFICE, FORCE HQ, SEC HQ AND KIGALI AIRPORT. AT NIGHT PROVIDED SECURITY TO THE PRIME MINISTER, THE PRIME MINISTER DESIGNATE, THE PRESIDENT OF THE CONSTITUTIONAL COURT, FIVE OPPOSITION MINISTERS AND SRSG.
FROM: UNAMIR, KIGALI.

SITREP COVERING PERIOD 140600B FEB TO 150600B FEB 94.

1. GEN SITUATION. TENSE. AT ABOUT 13.00 HRS SOME MISCREANTS HAD BEATEN AND INJURED ONE CIVILIAN WHO CAME FROM A REMOTE VILLAGE TO MEET ONE OF HIS RPF FRIENDS AT CND. SUBSEQUENTLY THE INJURED PERSON WAS BROUGHT TO THE KING FAYCAL HOSPITAL BY THE TUNISIAN TPS FOR MEDICAL TREATMENT. AT 22.30 HRS TUNISIAN PLATOON LOCATED AT CND HAD HEARD THE SOUND OF EXPLOSION OF 2 GRENADES IN BETWEEN THE CND COMPLEX AND HOTEL MERIDIEN.

2. POLITICAL ACTIVITIES. BROAD BASED TRANSITIONAL GOVERNMENT NOT YET INSTALLED. SRSG CONTINUES TO PURSUE ALL EFFORTS TO UNLOCK THE POLITICAL IMPASSE. AT 11.00 HRS SRSG HAD A MEETING WITH THE PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC. SRSG HAD ANOTHER MEETING WITH THE MRND REPRESENTATIVES AT 15.30 HRS AT HIS RESIDENCE. AT 16.30 HRS SRSG HAD A MEETING WITH THE PRIME MINISTER DESIGNATE AT HIS RESIDENCE ON THE SAME DAY.

3. FACTIONAL ACTIVITIES.

(A): RGF. CN 141400 FEB 94. RGF TROOPS CARRIED OUT PARA DROP TRAINING. IT IS INFORMED THAT THERE ARE DISENCHANCED OFFICERS AND SENIOR NCO'S IN THE RGF CAMP KARUMBE. THE CONCERNED UNIT IS A ELITE PARA BATTALION. IT IS GATHERED THAT OFFICERS ARE IN FAVOUR OF ANOTHER HOSTILITY WHILE THE NCO'S ARE FED UP WITH THE CURRENT SITUATION AND ARE NOT IN FAVOUR OF ANY MORE HOSTILITIES WITH RPF.

(B): RPF. COMPLAINTS ABOUT THE SUPPORT FROM RGF ON FOOD ETC. FOR THE SECURITY BATTALION AT CND ARE RISING.

(C): OTHERS. FEW GRENADES WERE FOUND IN THE HOME OF MADAM SPECOSA NEAR MUGANDO IN AREA KIMIHURA. KIGALI SEC HAS TAKEN CARE OF THOSE WITH THIS EOD TEAM. INVESTIGATION GOING ON.

4. OWN MILITARY ACTIVITIES.

A. FORCENRO. BELGIAN ARMY STAFF DELEGATION HEADED BY MG GEN UYTTERHOVEN ARRIVED AT KIGALI CN 141900 FEB 94 FOR 5 DAYS VISIT TO UNAMIR.

B. UNMUR. THE OPERATIONAL SITUATION IS CALM. DFC WAS ACCOMPANIED BY A/CMD (UNMUR) TO KAMPALA TO SEEN OFF DFC. A CONVOY OF 6 WFP VEHICLES WITH ONE CONVOY COMMANDER CAR CROSSED THE BORDER TO RWANDA.
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5. UNCTPOL. NTR.
6. HUMANITARIAN ACTIVITIES. NTR.
7. CIVIL AFFAIRS. NTR.
8. LOGISTICS. OPERATIONAL SITUATION REMAINS DIFFICULT DUE TO INADEQUATE VEHICLES AND RADIOS. UNTAC VEHICLES ARRIVED AND ARE BEING CHECKED AND DISTRIBUTED.
9. MILITARY. NTR.